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Abstract:
This talk covers both background and frontier of deep learning in three aspects, including an introduction of
deep neural networks, image and video analyses via deep learning, and theoretical understanding of deep
learning. In the first part, I will briefly introduce convolutional neural network, which is the core algorithm
to solve many problems in computer vision. In the second part, I will go through multiple vision-based
systems, including holistic face analyses, object detection and segmentation, AI in Fashion, video
understanding, as well as autonomous driving and robot arms. In the last part, I will cover advanced topics by
introducing a new family of normalization techniques for deep learning and their importance to theoretically
understand deep learning. The following questions will be answered. (1) Why do deep neural networks work
so well? (2) What do normalization methods help in deep learning? (3) Is reinforcement learning necessary to
solve Neural Architecture Search (NAS)?
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